
Dermatology Practice Consolidation
Fueled by Private Equity Investment
Potential Consequences for the Specialty
and Patients

In 2 waves during the 1990s and early 2000s, hospi-
tals and large health systems acquired numerous spe-
cialty and primary care medical practices across the
United States. Many specialties experienced substan-
tial shifts toward employed physicians,1 but as recently
as 2014, the majority of dermatologists remained in solo
practices (35%) or single-specialty groups (41%).2 While
a few dermatology practice groups did pursue strategic
consolidations, it seemed that the specialty had de-
ferred some of the controversies inherent in practice ac-
quisition by nonphysicians. In the last 3 to 5 years, how-
ever, consolidation of practices fueled by private equity
(PE) investments has begun to transform dermatology.

Dermatologists account for approximately 1% of US
physicians, but 15% of recent practice acquisitions by PE
firms have been dermatology related3 (orthopedics, oph-
thalmology, anesthesiology, emergency medicine, and
gastroenterology are also affected). Published data on
these transactions and their ultimate effects on prac-
tices are limited by the widespread use of nondisclosure
agreements executed at early stages of negotiation.

In many cases, investors first purchased larger, mul-
tisite dermatology practices as anchor investments. In
2011, Audax Group invested in Advanced Dermatology
& Cosmetic Surgery’s (ADCS’s) more than 50 clinics.4 In
2014, Varsity Healthcare Partners bought Forefront Der-
matology’s 37 clinics.4 After obtaining larger anchor prac-
tices, many PE firms add on smaller regional dermatol-
ogy offices to achieve scale and consolidate the regional
marketplace. The ultimate goal is often to realize a prof-
itable secondary sale in 3 to 7 years to another PE inves-
tor (or even a publicly traded entity). In 2016, after
Audax had added on 40 practices, Harvest Partners pur-
chased ADCS in a deal reportedly worth more than $600
million.3 In 2016, GTCR acquired Riverchase Dermatol-
ogy (25 clinics), previously backed by Prairie Capital, and
ABRY Partners acquired Dermatology Associates (42
clinics), previously bought by Candescent Partners.5

More recently, the Ontario Municipal Employees Retire-
ment System purchased Forefront Dermatology (now
�100 clinics) for more than $450 million.6

In these acquisitions, purchase prices are often ex-
pressed as multiples of earnings before interest, taxes, de-
preciation, and amortization (EBITDA). Offers can vary
widely but are typically in the range of 3 to 5 times EBITDA
for solo practices, 5 to 7 times EBITDA for small dermatol-
ogy groups, or even up to 13 times EBITDA for large, inte-
grated, multisite groups. Existing dermatologists are
encouraged to stay after the sale through equity stakes or

deferred payouts, but in some cases, the investors may ac-
cept departures because the buyout recipients can some-
times be replaced by younger dermatologists or physician
assistants who are paid at a lower level.

Several factors draw external investors to derma-
tology, including high patient demand, an ongoing skin
cancer epidemic, an aging population, the shortage of
dermatologists, expanded insurance coverage, and per-
ceived opportunities to expand cosmetic services, add
nonphysician clinicians, and profit from internal redirec-
tion of ancillary laboratory services or procedural
referrals.7 Dermatologists may be attracted by extraor-
dinary cash offers that may be taxed at lower capital gains
rates. In addition, PE firms tout reduction in overhead
expenses through centralization, relief from practice
management tasks, and increased market power to con-
tract professional fee payment rates with health plans.
At a time when small practices face substantial diffi-
culty fulfilling regulatory requirements, maintaining re-
ferral sources, and securing fair health plan contracts, the
pressure to accept a buyout is understandable.

I am concerned, however, about several risks to the
specialty, the profession, and patients that could be ir-
reversible as independent practices are rapidly re-
placed by investor-owned conglomerates, commoditiz-
ing the treatment of skin disease. Future dermatologists
(and their patients) may no longer have the same diver-
sity of practice venues to choose from. Investors, in a
quest for returns, typically divert 20% of practice rev-
enues in profits, removing resources from a health care
system already struggling with high premiums and costs.
Some PE investors, in pursuit of a profitable exit via sec-
ondary sale of the entity in 3 to 7 years, may place short-
term revenue growth ahead of long-term practice sta-
bility or continued care of patients with complex medical
dermatologic conditions who need access to dermatolo-
gists. Practice acquisitions at inflated prices in a com-
petitive quest to quickly consolidate fragmented mar-
kets and sell practices at a profit to future investors may
eventually lead to bankruptcies, leaving dermatolo-
gists without practices and patients without services.

Dermatologists working in these purchased practices
may ultimately experience a loss of autonomy. This has
been a complaint of some physicians working for hospi-
tals in past years, and while some subset of hospitals or
health systems have robust physician leadership (vs
others that devalue physician perspectives), it is difficult
to imagine investors from most PE firms weighing patient
care and physician values over profits when making stra-
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tegic decisions over time. While independent practices certainly must
earn a margin to stay in business, my experience is that most physi-
cians are nevertheless still motivated by core values that drew them
to the profession, including compassion, altruism, and the provision
of high-quality patient care. Dermatologists working for PE firms re-
ported concerns that their initial or subsequent investors sought to
increase profitability by extensively hiring physician assistants to work
in unsupervised satellite settings, as well as redirecting dermatopa-
thology specimens and Mohs surgery referrals to employees of the
consolidated group, eliminating the opportunity for dermatologists
to choose what they believe is the best option for each patient. These
reports are consistent with industry-published analyses of potential
actions for “maximizing EBITDA.”7,8 Some clinicians anecdotally report
receiving productivity reports that purportedly include data on biop-
sies performed per patient or cosmetic procedure upsell rates. While
investors tout ongoing local decision making, practices also may lose
some control over staffing levels and capital equipment purchases.

Whileestablishedpartnersmaybenefitfromtheup-frontcashgen-
erated when a sale occurs, younger or employed dermatologists in
these practices typically receive lower compensation in future years
(through reductions in percentages of collections distributed—a pro-
cess called “normalization” of physician payment). If those employed
physicians leave or are terminated, they face noncompete clauses that
may make it difficult to restart their careers nearby. Intergenerational
disagreementsaboutthewisdomofacceptingPEinvestmentsarecaus-
ing intrapractice strain among some dermatologists.

Encouraging acquired practices to direct pathology specimens
or surgery referrals to internal subspecialists may lead to legal and
regulatory compliance issues. After 3 physicians brought whistle-
blower suits on behalf of the government, a consolidated derma-
tology practice group based in Georgia paid the United States to
settle allegations that it routinely required employed dermatolo-
gists to use its in-house pathology laboratory.9 The primary meth-
ods that some PE firms use to improve profitability (changing an-
cillary referral patterns, encouraging additional procedures, and
expanding use of unsupervised physician assistants) may ulti-
mately carry risks of Stark law noncompliance, False Claims Act ex-
posure, and malpractice litigation.

External market forces larger than the specialty are driving
the consolidation of practices facilitated by PE investors, but indi-
vidual, independent dermatology practices still have the
autonomy and opportunity to weigh the risks and benefits for
themselves, for the specialty, and for patients before choosing
whether to sell. As a dermatologist employed by an academic
medical center, I acknowledge that I am not a primary expert on
every challenge of independent practice, but I believe deeply in
the preservation of a diversity of practice venues so that future
dermatologists and their patients have choices about where they
deliver or receive care. I hope that the specialty will proactively
consider this rapidly evolving landscape while there is still time to
have some influence, or we may soon wake up to a radically dif-
ferent specialty that we had not paused to contemplate.
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